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ABSTRACT 

It is suggested that inverse cascade that may occur in 
the turbul ent cosmic medium can result in the formation of 
very large scale structures in the universe, upto the largest 
scales like the Great Wall. Again clustering of galaxies on 
all scales is interpreted to be due to these self-organisation 
processes occurring in a turbulent medium, the largest struc
tures being anisotropic and nearly two dimensional, the smal
ler structures remaining iootropic. The observed fractal dis
tribution of galaxies is also interpreted on this basis. The 
direct proportionality between the flow velocity and the lin
ear dimension of the structure may show a way out of the dil
emma of missing matter. 

I NTRODUCT 10 N 

The origin of the observed hierarchy of large scale cos
mic structures continues to be a challenging problem in con
ventional cosmology. The observed distribution of galaxies 
into very ordered large scale formations strongly suggests 
the existence of well defined physical processed giving rise 
to self organised structures. A recent survey by Gell~r and 
Ifuchra of thousands of galaxies in a relatively narrow strip 
of space shows that galaxies follow intricate netv.urks of 
arcs and segments with huge rounded cells. The conventional 
scenario s in which scale invariant densit Y fluctuat ions grew 
in scale and amplitude with the expansion of the universe can
not form such large structures on a Ifu bble time scale. The 
peculiar velocities of lJIany galaxies indicate that they are 
being drawn towards enormous concentrations of matter with 
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masses'" 1017 M . As srown by (Burstein et al.,1986) galax
ies between the0local supercluster and t he Hydra Centaurus 
supercluster share same direction of motion showing peculiar 
velocities of several hundred kilometres per secondd reveal
ing presence of enormously massive structures'" 101 MG) pow
erful enough to draw several clusters t011;ards it. More rece
ntly the Great Wall of galaxies Huchra and Geller (1989) has 
been identified over scales'" 100 Mpc! 

General observational indications are that the snaller 
~ale structures like the globllar clusters (containing the 
oldest stellar populations) formed first. Recent 0 bservati
ons srow that galaxies already existed at redshifts near 
Z = 4 thus giving rise to the problem of how the snaller 
s::ale structures interacted leading to t he formation of lar
ge structures such as clusters and super clusters of galax
ies. In the conventional v.arm or hot dark matter scenario 
(as al&> in the Zeldovich type pancake fragmentation) it ap
pears that the largest scale structures formed first. Then 
one is faced with the problem of accounting for snaller sca
le structures even at Z = 4. The cold dark matter scenario 
bas had some measure of success in forming the snaller stru
ctures first but its essential ingredient is a particle (1. 
e. the axion) evidence for which is becoming more and more 
meagre. The rejuvenation of cosmic turbulence in galaxy for
mation tbrough energy cascading from larger to snaller sca
les has been due to Ozernoi and covorkers (1968,1971,1972). 
Cascading occurs for scales for which the hydrodynamic int
eraction ti'Ile is sualler t.han cosnic expansion time. For an 
expanding fluid with expansion rate given by the Friedmann 
equation th~ minimum scale over which dissipation can occur 
lmin'\, (Vt)-z , obtained by equating time scales for dissipa-

tion (V) and expansion while the maximum length scale is 
given by maximum velocity of largest eddy, i.e.~ '" V tj max max 
Vmax « V s' V s is the sonic speed. As a consequence of large 

Reynolds number and srort hydrodynamic times, motions on co-
moving sca.les involvinlS' R,. < R. < R, should rapidl y acq-

mln max 
uire the KOlmogorov spectrum characteristic of ordinary tur
bulence in an incompressible viscous fluid. In an isolated 
turrulent medium, decay of large eddies into snaller eddies 
is a common occurrence. The converse, i.e. snaIl eddies·coa
lescing into large ones can happen in an energetically open 
system, i.e. so called inverse cascading where the physical 
mechanian may be fusion of snall-scale vortices into larger
scale coherent structures, i.e. cluster-vortices. The clus
ter-vortices may be formed by an aggregation of "elementary" 
vortices (i.e. vortices with no cluster structure) to the 
cluster. Clusters of snaller sizes can in turn form through 
the aggregation of even snaller clusters. &lch vortex clus
ters have been repeatedly observed in natural and numerical 
:xperiments. ~ here we suggest a definite physical mechan
lSll for the large scale structure formation tased on inverse 
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cascad ing whic h qu i te na turall y yield s a oottom ~p self Sllll1-

lar hierarc hical structure. In this picture, large hel icity 
fluctuations present in a turrulent medium play an important 
role in inverse cascading process. The helicity is defined as 

+ -+- -+ 
y = V.('v x V). For a 3-D hydrodynamic systan in addition to 
total energy, there is another invariant I which is defined as 
I = C J[ E(K)]2 dK for a quasi-normal distrirution of helicit
ies. Using KOlmogorovic arguments, one finds E(K)::tK-5/ 3 and 
E:xL2/3 from energy invariance and from I invariance, E(K) K-1 
and Ea log K(t)1 i where L (t) is the largest length scale ex:
cited at time t. LSvich and Tzvetkov (1985), 'Krishan(l93Oa.,b), 
Krishan and Mogilevskii (1990) and Iruckner et al. (1989). 
Analogous to 2-D case (Ihsegam 1~5) one expects that in 3-D 
the invariant' I' vould cascade to,v.ards large spatial scales 
and energy tov.ards snaIl spatial scales. The cascading of 'I' 
towards large spatial scales essentially enl:ances the corre
lation length of helicity fluctuations. We propose that this 
regime of tur1:uleooe favours formation of galaxy clusters at 
snaller scales. We can ask if there is an upper limit to the 
size of these three-<iimensional is:>tropic galaxy clusters(the 
lower limit being determined by dissipation). A turhllent med
ium is restricted in, the vertical direction by gravity. The 
largest dimension of full y 3 -D structures is given by the ra
tio I/E2 = ,L = L where L is the,characteristic vertical sca
le. Bere we iden~ify it w!th the size oili clusters of galaxies 
= 0.3 Mpc. When the correlation length of helicity fluctuat"
ions reaches the :limit Lz ' it can only grow in the lDrizontal 
plane, s:> that the system becomes more and more anisotropic. 
Tws the vertical component Vz becomes independent of (x,y,z) 
and the mrizontal components VX,Vg indepeIxient of Z, the in-

var iant I become s IctV~ = KE(KhL2j , or I (k )eLk-5 / 3 where Lis 
the largest length scale in the mrizontal plane. Thus I(K) 
spectrum COincides with energy spectrum of 2-D turl::uleme 
corresponding to inverse cascade. One expects an increasing 
fraction of energy to be transferred to large spatial scales 
as aniootropy increases and we consider this part of the 
turb.lleme spectrum conducive to formation of superclus
ters appearing predominantly on large mrizontal scales 
with, aoove energy spectrulll. The intermediate region where 
the 3-D system is developing anisotropy the energy spec
trum going as E(K)aK-1, can be identified with the gap bet
ween scales of clusters of galaxies and superclusters. The 
growth of large structures in a highly anisotropic tur1:ulence 
can be interrupted by symmetry breaking caused by the corio
lis force, the length scale Lc where the nonlinear Navier
Stokes term becomes comparable with the coriolis force is 
Lc 'V vln, where n is the angular velocity. Given sufficient 
energy, structures of size Lc must form. At these large spa
tial scales, .the system simulates 2-D turl::ulence which conser
ves entrophy and energy. .The enstrophy ~hen cascades !~mrdS 
snaIl scales with a power law spectrum glven by E(K)aK and 

FaL2. There is a break in the spectrum as energy must cascade 
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to large spatial scales as L2./3 and to small scales as L2.If 
we take Lc' LGCG (size of giant clusters '\, 100. Mpc) and a 

. 4. 
random velocity of superclusters '\, 10 kIn/ s one f~nds an an-

-18 
gular velocity'\, 3 x 10 rad/sec. If the energy of the lar-
ger structures has been inverse cascaded from smaller struc
tures, the energy density in the large scale should not ex
ceed that in the snaIl scale. From the energy spectrum EaL2., 
energy balance gives then: 

1 
E(L .) 12 / 3 

'Ii' < 8CG 
"""'..zCG - 2 

LSCG "t GCG 
LGCG ~ E(L OCG ) 

where [ ]2/3 is the enstrophy injection rate. 
4 2 For LGCG = 100 Mpc, E(L OCG ) '\, (10 (kIn/s) and LSCG '\, 3 Mpc, 

one gets T GCG '" 10"11 years. S:> structures of the size of a, 

few hundred Mpc cannot be fOijmed if the random velocity of a 
supercluster is less than 10 'km/s. For a supercluster 
L '\, 3 Mpcand E(LCG ) = (300 kIn/s) , for random galactic clu-

ster velocities we get T '\, 3 x 109 y'ears. The giant clus
ters are formed in a turbulent medium being st irred by ran
dom motion of superclusters. The eddy turnover time for the 
largest structure of say 100 Mpc with the associated fluid 

velocity of '\, 104 kro/s is '\, 1010 yr~ .. which is smaller than 
the Hubble time. This is al&> true for snaller scales. In 
this theory, the smaller structures are more or less isotro
pic whereas the larger ones are anisotropic and become near
ly tID dimensional at the largest scales forming giant sheets 
like the Great Will. At the largest scales, VaL. This inblilt 
linear velocity-distance relation may account for flat rota
tion curves and velocities increasing with distance in giant 
clusters wi'.hout the need to invokeu~seen matter. Silk has 
shown that the ef-fects of expansion causes little deviation 
in tur1::ulence from incompressible case. We can also genera
lize the al:ove results to fractal turbulence again consider
ing an inverse cascade, i.e. clustering of vortices. These 
clusters jo in with one another into even larger clusters etc. 
(a hierarchical cascade), It is clear that the energy dissi
pated in a volume of characteristic size r on vortices of 
size r (roughly true for galaxies as galaxy size'\, galaxy 
separation) must be proportional to number of elementary vor
tices.in.the fractal cluster vortex. Denoting this by Nd and 
the dlsslpated power by Wd then for the i&>tropic case we 
can write Monin and Yaglom (1975), Eershadskii (1989): 

Wd (j. rd r K2 E(K)dK 
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where d is the dimension of space in which the motion (here 
d = 3). Assuming that the scale r-1 belongs to the S::aling 
range where FllK-a is satisfied, we obtain 

W d+a-3 
d C/. r 

For a Fractal cluster Snirnov (1976) 

Nd C/. r;.D 

Thus C/. = D+3-d, so that for 3-dim-turbulence C/. = D, i.e. 
scaling exponent in the spectral law Blra for 3-dim isotro
piC turbulence is equal to the fractal dimension of the clus
ter vortex correlation. For the fractal dimension of the clu
sters formed by inverse cascade one may use the value given 
by Kolb (1984) for hierarchical clustering, ,This applies to 
the situation, where roth direct cascading and clustering 
occur simultaneously, Le. D = 1.72, so that we obtain for 
three-dimensional isotropic turbulence, the fractal dimension 
of the correlation as D = 1.72, which is iil good agreement 
with the value of 'V 1.8 generally used empirically for galaxy 
correlation. Fractal dimension; according to current experi
ment data, for inverse cascade 'V 1.69 - 1.72 Yaglom (1985). 
For the strictly Kolmogorov case in strictly three dimensions, 
D = 5/3 = 1.66 (as argued above C/. = D in the E-a. relation)not 
far from the a1:ove value. This shows that Kolmogorov S::aling 
can be valid for hierarchical galaxy cluster formation. In 
slDrt we have for the first time the picture of inverse cas
cading process (with its many attractive features) for forma
tion of a woole hierarchy of large scale cosnic structures. 

OOTE ON INFLATION 

In the a1:ove picture we did not take into account, the 
earl iest epochs of the universe, which according to popular 
thinking is an exponential expansion of tbe scale factor as 
R = Ro exp (Rt). It has been argued that such an exponential 
expansion v.ould considerably dilute all initial vorticity and 
magnetic fields if any. For instance with flux conservation 
assumed an initial magnetic field v.ould be diluted by a factor 

of exp (2 Rt) '" e60 for most injection models. ,lbwever, this 
need not necessaril~ be so. There are very recent models where 
B decreasing as llr is averted by breaking conformal invari
ance of electromagnetisn by considering non-minimal gravita-

tional couplings of proton field to gravity such as RA2,RF~v 
FllV etc. Tbese terms in fact results in production of large 
scale magnetic fields during inflation) Turner and Widrow (1988) 
also De Sabbata and Sivaram (1988)J for post inflation genera
tion of magnetic field through vorticity in general relativity. 
Since magnetic fields can be coupled to differential rotation 
of ions and eCLectrons in the plasma prior to recombination. 
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This would also generate vorticity in addition to magnetic 
field. Moreover MIlD turrulence aids inverse cascading. a, 
inflationary expansion in the earliest phase need not be a 
drawback to this picture which gives a scale-invariant des
cription independent of inflation. Since we have only acous
tical dissipation of energy (viscosity), it would not couple 
to the photons of the microwave background (Le. no thermal 
effects). So no large scale distortion of the microwave back
ground is expected in this process. (The amount of vorticity 
needed on the largest scales is consistent with the anisotro
py of the microwave background (since we are just translating 
large scale peculiar velocities with turbulent velocities). 
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